We present approximation theory of matrices based on its low ranking and stochastic computation. Finally, based on our introduced algorithm, we show the performance of these approximations to evaluate the desired results.
INTRODUCTION
In computations, the data may consist of an m×n matrix A Then, it is often of interest to evaluate a low-rank approximation to A, i.e., an approximation D to the matrix A of rank not bigger than a specified rank K, where K is smaller than m and n Methods such as the singular value decomposition (SVD) can be employed to find an approximation to A which is the best in a well-defined sense [Feigenbaum et al. 1999 ].
Suppose A and B which are m × n and n × p, respectively are the two input matrices. We perform c independent trials, where in each trial we randomly sample an element of {1,2,… n} with an appropriate probability distribution P on {1,2,… n}. We form an m ×c matrix C consisting of the sampled columns of A, each scaled appropriately, and we form a c × n matrix R using the corresponding rows of B, again scaled appropriately. The choice of P and the column and row scaling are crucial features of the algorithm. When these are chosen, we show that CR is a good approximation to AB. More precisely, we show that
Where ||.|| F denotes the Frobenius norm, i.e., ‖ ‖ ∑ . This algorithm can be implemented without storing the matrices A and B in RAM, provided it can make two passes over the matrices stored in external memory and use O(c(m+n+p)) additional RAM to construct C and R [Agrawal et al. 1998 ].
We are interested in developing and analyzing fast Monte Carlo algorithms for performing useful computations on large matrices. In this paper we consider the singular value decomposition (SVD); based on two related papers [Drines et al. 2006, pp. 158-183 and pp. 132-157] we consider matrix multiplication and a new method for computing a compressed approximate decomposition of a large matrix. In this paper, we present a computational model for computing on massive data sets (the pass-efficient model) in which our algorithms may naturally be formulated; we also present algorithm for the approximation of the product of two matrices. Also, we present two algorithms for the computation of low-rank approximations to a matrix [Drines et al. 2006, pp. 158-183] .
Recent interest in computing with massive data sets has led to the development of computational models in which the usual notions of time efficiency and space efficiency have been modified [Munro and Paterrson. 1978 , Henzinger et al. 1998 , Achliptas and Mcsherry, Feigenbaum et al. 1999 , Drines and Kannan. 2003 , Barbara et al. 1997 . In the applications that motivate these data streaming models [Henzinger et al. 1998 , Barbara et al. 1997 ], e.g. the observational sciences and the monitoring and operation of large networked systems, the data sets are much too large to fit into main memory.
APPROXIMATING MATRIX MULTIPLICATION
Recall that for and , a probability distribution * + and a number c≤n, it return as out put two matrices, C and R, such that CR AB; is a matrix whose columns are c randomly chosen columns of A and is a matrix whose rows are the c corresponding rows of B. An important aspect of this algorithm is the probability distribution * + used to choose column-row pairs. Although one could always use a uniform distribution, superior results are obtained if the probability are chosen judiciously. In particular, a set of sampling probabilities * + are the optimal probabilities (with respect to approximating the product AB) if they are of form (); for an explanation and discussion, see [Drines et al. 2006, pp. 158-183] . In [Drines et al. 2006, pp. 158-183] is proved the following. 
When this algorithm is given as input two matrices and , a probability distribution * + , and a number c of column-row pairs to choose, it returns as output matrices and such that the product is an approximation to . Observe that since
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To implement the algorithm, it must be decided which elements of the input to sample and those elements must then be sampled. In the case of uniform sampling one can decide before the input is seen which column-row pairs to sample. Then, a single pass over the matrices is sufficient to sample the columns and rows of interest and to construct and ; this requires O(c(m+ p)) additional time and space. We will see below that it is useful to sample according to a non uniform probability distribution that depends on column and row lengths, e.g.
In order to decide which column-row pairs to sample in such a case, one pass In Table II , we compare the computational time needed for approximating by multiplication, using and the corresponding time needed for obtaining multiplication where we show them by time 1 and time 2, respectively. We note that the computational time for obtaining based on algorithm is significantly less than the corresponding time for evaluating .
THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION (SVD)
If , then there exist orthogonal matrices and and and is a diagonal matrix m×n such that Note that this decomposition property provides a canonical description of a matrix as a sum of r rank-one matrices of decreasing importance. If k ≤ r and we define
is the projection of onto the space spanned by the top k singular vectors of .
Furthermore, the distance between and any rank-approximation to is minimized by, i.e., We will show that in addition to this error the matrix has an error that depends on ‖ ‖ then, using the results of THEOREM 1, we will show that this additional error depends on ‖ ‖ . 
LINEAR TIME SVD APPROXIMATION

Return , where
( ) ( ), t = 1, . . . , k.
Implementation details and running time
To measure the approximation error we defined the relative error of the approximation as, ‖ ‖ ‖ ‖ ⁄ where is the original data matrix and is k-rank approximation to A given by L.T.SVD algorithm. the optimal error ‖ ‖ ‖ ‖ ⁄ where is the optimal -rank approximation to matrix . The best approximation is given by singular value decomposition, which is too time consuming for very large m and n.
Given the elements to be sampled, the matrix can then be constructed in one additional pass; this requires additional space and time that is ( ). Given , computing requires ( ) additional space and ( ) additional time, and computing the of requires ( ) additional time. Then computing requires k matrix-vector multiplications for a total of ( ) additional space and time. Thus, overall ( + ) additional space and ( + ) additional time are required by the algorithm.
SIMULATION RESULTS
To assess the performance of k rank approximation algorithm we conducted different simulation on synthetic data. We also implemented our algorithm for three different sampling methods:
1) Uniform sampling with out replacement. we removed the sampled columns after sampling. Thus each column can be sampled at most once.
2) Uniform sampling with replacement. We did not remove the sampled columns after sampling. Thus some columns were sampled more than once.
3) Weighted sampling. Thus a row had a bigger weight if it differed more from its neighbor. The columns weight is calculated by ∑ ∑ | ( )| .
To measure the approximation error we defined the relative error of the approximation as ‖ ‖ ‖ ‖ ⁄ , where A is the original data matrix and is k-rank approximation to A given by L.T. SVD algorithm and Relative error of optimal rank approximation is ‖ ‖ ‖ ‖ ⁄ , where is the optimal true k-rank approximation to matrix A. Figure 3 shows the performance of L.T.SVD algorithm by Monte Carlo method for a randomly generated data matrix with full rank. We were looking for rank k=1 approximation of A. In each iteration we randomly picked c=50 columns of the data matrix with and without replacement. The optimum relative error is‖ ‖ ‖ ‖ ⁄ 0.2474. As we expected the convergence property is faster when the columns are sampled without replacement. We see that 15 iterations give a very good approximation to the optimal solution , Table III shows experimental results. Figure 4 shows the performance of L.T.SVD algorithm for a randomly generated data matrix with full rank. We were looking for rank k=1 approximation of A. Using a fixed and increasing (the number of columns that we select them randomly), we want to evaluate the relative error, the computational time of both and optimal algorithms and compare them together. We note that for the relative error and speed of optimal are 0.2497 and 203. min, respectively, Table   IV shows experimental results. Figure 5 shows the computational compare time using Monte Carlo ( ) and optimal algorithms.
CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a novel approach for fast computing of k-rank approximation of a given m × n data matrix, using Monte-Carlo method by choosing at random c columns of A.
The advantage of the algorithm is that we guarantee that every iteration improves the quality of our approximation. Our results confirm the convergence of the relative errors of the approximation to the optimal relative error. To high light the Important feature of this algorithm we applied this method on a big Matrix of randomly generated data. We observed for the reasonable level of relative error the algorithm is much faster than optimal k-rank approximation using deterministic SVD, which may also fail to compute the SVD for big matrices. 
